
Abstract 
In this work, we defined and constructed an effective user profiling data structure for the dynamic license of digital
contents. The user profiling data structure can be deduced from the analysis on existing digital music license purchase
pattern included in the user profiling data. It is designed to trace the user’s license purchase pattern and can be used to
analyze and trace the user’s license access pattern with the history based aged-MRU algorithm. Since dynamic license
has more complicate features on describing license actions and relations with other persons than static license, the user
profiling data structure also should have more member items in metadata. By comparing the difference of static license
features with dynamic license features, we can validate the user profiling data structure for dynamic license and can get the
effectiveness of the data structure on license purchase prediction of the dynamic license as like the static license. In order
to construct the user profiling data structure for the dynamic license, several metadata items should be added to the user
profiling data structure for the static license. In this work, we proposed a kind of simple user profiling data structure for
dynamic license and evaluated its effectiveness of the next user license purchase prediction with the aged-MRU algorithm.
The evaluation results show that the proposed user profiling data structure for the dynamic license can present the related
metadata to the license purchase and can predict the next license purchase activity in dynamic license environment.
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1. Introduction

All digital contents constructed with the digital technol-
ogy have unique identifiers. If a user wants to use any
kind of digital content, a license along with the contents
has to be purchased through legal way with or without
payment1,2. The license could be assigned to the specific
content by its first owner or digital license management
system. Since there is a various ways of license purchase,
a user’s the license purchase pattern also depends on what
the user wants on the contents. The user’s license pur-
chase history can show the license purchase patterns or
activities of the user, and we can easily extract it from the
user profiling data3.
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A user profiling data is a kind of a canonical log data
and has all metadata writes and updates on the specified
digital contents such as accesses, changes and actions for
all users4,5. If we want to access the user profiling data,
we can analyze the license purchase pattern and can pre-
dict future license purchase activity of a specific user. We
also can trace the license purchase history of the specific
digital contents through the metadata analysis with user
profiling data. In this work, we constructed a data struc-
ture that can present the license related metadata for the
dynamic license. The metadata can be applied to analy-
sis and prediction of the user license purchase or transfer
pattern through the existing user profiling data for the
static license. 
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This paper is organized as follows; Chapter 2 intro-
duces the difference between the static license and the 
dynamic license of digital content and explains the need 
for the user profiling data for the dynamic license. Chapter 
3 shows the user profiling data structure with metadata for 
the dynamic license in programming language. Chapter 4 
shows the evaluation of the user profiling data structure 
for the dynamic license including evaluation algorithm 
and results.

2.  User Profiling Data

2.1 User Profiling Data for Static License
In case of the digital contents, a user profiling data has 
three sorts of metadata: user’s personal information, 
contents usage history information and license purchase 
information. In Table 1, metadata types contain various 
information related to the specified contents. The license 
related information has many general data about the 
kinds of the access rights, counts, access pattern and peri-
ods covered by the license. In general, a license shows the 
owner’s right and activation data such as number, period 
and so on. If one purchases a license for a digital con-
tent, the license should be dedicated to the owner and 
cannot be re-sold or transferred to another person. We 
can call such type of license as a static license. Almost 
of the existing digital contents such as music, video, TV 
program, movie, literature has been licensed as a type of 
static license. Therefore, if a license owner once purchases 
a digital content license, only the owner can user the 
contents according to the license contract along with the 
terms and conditions6,7.

According to the expansion of the digital contents and 
users, there are many types and cases of the utilization 
of the licensed contents such as cut-and-paste, contents 
copy, content re-construction or adoption. Therefore, 
lots of licensed digital contents have been faced to many 
license conflict cases and should be solved to manage the 

license in an easy way. In order to overcome the prob-
lems of the static license, the dynamic license could be a 
nice solution in license transferring, sharing or modifying 
among the digital contents users.

2.2 Dynamic License History
In case of the dynamic license, there are lots of right and 
access relations among the contents and licenses. Figure 1 
shows that more than one user over a contents has a sort 
of complication in their license and access right among 
the users8,9. Since the dynamic license has to be focused 
on not the usage of the contents itself but the license 
usage, transfer history and ownership history of the con-
tents. In order to verify the license change history of a 
specific content, we have to check and trace the transition 
and transfer route of the license on a contents and have 
to manage the license history with some kind of manage-
ment methodology. User profiling data that describes on 
the license could be good information to save the usage 
and management history on the dynamic license.

For example, we can focus on the case of Alice in 
Figure 1. Alice is owner and consumer of the content. 
Alice also can share the licensed content with related per-
sons such as Alice’s family, friends or others. The related 
persons could have/share the all or part of the license for 
access such as edit, preserve or distribute the content. This 
content license relation could make lots of complications 
in describing the license relation for a dynamic license. 
So, we have to make a kind of simple user profiling data 
structure for dynamic license to describe the dynamic 
license in an easy way.

3.  User Profiling Data Structure

3.1 Profiling for Dynamic License
In a user profiling data, license purchase related metadata 
has information only about what kind of the license itself 
because the existing digital contents have been purchased 
in the form of the contents-dependent license. But in case 
of the dynamic license, it has to trace and manage the his-
tory of the license along with the transfer or the ownership 
change of the contents since the license should be tagged on 
the contents. Therefore, we need some kinds of additional 
data structure for history management of the dynamic 
licensed contents. Table 2 show the additional data items 
of the user profiling data structure for dynamic license vs. 
static license management such as history tracing.

Table 1. License related metadata
Metadata types Contents
License items Number of purchase

Period of purchase
- Time & data of purchases

Item types Download/streaming/complex
Single/ multiple 

Period (1 month, 3 months, six months)
Membership/one-time 
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The existing user profiling data structure includes 
these data items. But the dynamic license is a kind of data 
depends on the specific contents, it would be capable on 
semantic analysis to combine the user information and 
contents information in a form of the data structure at all.

3.2  User Profiling Data Structure for 
Dynamic License

Figure 2(a) shows a part of purchase history based 
user profiling data structure related to the static license 

related metadata. It includes only a license utilization 
usage on a specific content license and its purchase 
history. Therefore, this data structure hasn’t sufficient 
information on license transfer or previous right of the 
license.

Figure 2(b) shows a part of user profiling data modi-
fied to match the specifications of the dynamic license. 
It includes metadata for the rights of the license owner, 
group and others. The owner shows its owner license 
rights as license context and group or others can show 
their license right as a part of owner’s licenses or ser-
vices. In case of Alice’s License relation, Alice is the 
owner of the license and Alice’s family or friends can 
be a group who can be transferred or share the Alice’s 
license. Others can only access the Alice’s license in a 
special case such as license transferring whole or part of 
Alice’s license.

There are lots of the license-related data and meta-
data. Although these data can affect the most of license 
user’s activities during its licensed condition, the meta-
data included in the data structure are the most important 
factors to describe and trace the user license activities in 
dynamic license environment. 

Figure 1. Dynamic license relation architecture.

Table 2. User profiling data for license 
management on static license vs. dynamic license
Profiling data Static license Dynamic license
Item history Initial license • Initial licenses

• Used licenses
• Remained licenses

Ownership history None • Previous rights
• # of transfer

Initial licenses: Total licenses at first purchase.
Used licenses: Number of licenses used on the contents.
Remained licenses: Number of used licenses by owner.
Previous rights: License on owner/group/other.
# of transfer: Counts of license transfer from the first creator.
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Figure 2. (a) A part of user profiling data structure for static license. (b) A part of user profiling data structure for dynamic 
license.

typedef Static_Licensed_User {   // Alice for Static License
 Byte User_Code;   // code of owner from license site
 String User_Name;
 struct License_Context {   // Context & history for the license itself
  Byte License_Domain  // Audio(music), Video, Movie, TV program, Literature…
  Byte License_Code  // Code number of license
  date Start_Date, End_Data;
  time Start_Time, End_Time;
  String Purchase_Site;
  Byte License_Service_Type; // code of streaming, download, complex
  Byte License_Activation_Type; // periodic, short term, 3-month…
  Byte License_Multiple;  // single or multiple 

 } Context[Max_History]; 
 }

typedef Dynamic_Licensed_User {  // Alice for Dynamic License
 struct User_Info {
 Byte User_Code;  // code of owner from license site
 String User_Name;

} Owner;
struct License_Context {   // Context & history for the license itself

 Byte License_Domain  // Audio(music), Video, Movie, TV program, Literature…
 Byte License_Code  // Code number of license
 date Start_Date, End_Data;
 time Start_Time, End_Time;
 String Purchase_Site;
 Byte License_Service_Type; // code of streaming, download, complex
 Byte License_Activation_Type; // periodic, short term, 3-month…
 Byte License_Multiple;  // remained number of licenses 
 // new feature for dynamic license
 struct User_Info Previous_Owner, // previous owner
    Original_Owner;  // Original owner of this license
 Byte Initial_Licenses;   // 
 Byte Transter_Count;   // number of transfer
 struct License_Service {  // context for dynamic license users
  Byte Owner    // same as User code
  Byte Service    // Streaming, rental or others among the license types 
  Byte Domain   // has family, friend 
  Byte Part_of_Service   // Play, copy, move …
  Byte Used_License; // used licenses in service
 } Owner, Group[MAX_Group], Others[MAX_Others];
 //
 } Context[Max_History]; 
}

(a)

(b)
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4.   Conformance Analysis and 
Results

4.1 Analysis Concept
To analyze the conformance of the dynamic license data 
structure, we should predict user’s next license purchase 
action through tracking one’s license purchase history. A 
user’s next license purchase prediction can be conducted 
from the user profiling data with license purchase history 
by using the aged-MRU algorithm10. The gap between 
purchase prediction and real purchase could show the 
conformance the dynamic license data structure for 
describing dynamics of the user’s license activities. If the 
gap between the purchase prediction and real purchase 
increases, the dynamic license data structure has lower 
conformance for describing dynamics of the user’s license 
activity. 

The aged-MRU algorithm could be a kind of easy 
history tracking analysis algorithm based on the user pro-
filing data. It is a very simple algorithm that can increase 
the priority of recently used user license through the total 
history of the user’s license purchase or other related 
activities. The license related metadata in user profiling 
data includes these activities. Therefore, we need lots of 
user profiling data generated from the real users in pub-
lic licensed material such as music, literature, movie and 
something else to apply the aged-MU algorithm with 
metadata.

4.2 Test Environment
In this work, we had collected the user profiling data 
and extracted the metadata on license purchase his-
tory on Melon music license service site. The Melon is 
the largest online music distributer provided by Loen 
Entertainment Co. in Korea. It has occupied over 72% 
of online music listener and downloader in Korea and 
provides over 3.2 million of music for 24 million users 
at 2014. Table 3 shows the user percentile of the stream-
ing and download music license service on Melon. From 
the Melon user profiling data, we investigated the skew 
of user license services. Although the Melon users could 
only be representative user constrained in the digital 
music area, other digital contents also could be almost 
the same characteristics in their license purchase ten-
dency10.

In this work, we chose 143 user samples currently 
using the Melon services among the students in university 

since Melon does not open their license database in 
detail. But we can get the user’s license metadata details 
by posing questions to students one by one slightly closed 
to the results of Table 3. Therefore, we applied the aged-
MRU algorithm to get the user’s next license purchase 
prediction with the metadata details includes cross 
purchases and transfers among the owner, group and 
others. The history information and the license transfer 
relation between owner and group member or among 
the others had gathered through poll questions modified 
from static license metadata information.

4.3 Results and Analysis
Predictions with the static license and the dynamic 
license show the percentage of the same license purchase 
on the specific license type. Table 4 shows the next license 
purchase predictions on the cases of the static license and 
the dynamic license along with the next license type. It 
shows that in dynamic license environment, users tend 
to purchase other types of license compare to the static 
license case. Since the dynamic license environment can 
provide more chance to get some licensed content than 
static license environment, the comparison results show 
the fact that user need not persist the previous license 
type anymore.

Table 5 shows the term-based license purchase predic-
tion. It shows that long-term users and short term users 
are not crossed or changed among the license types in the 
static license environment but changed large part of users 

Table 3. User license type percentiles in Melon 
(2014)
License 
types

Shot-term
(30days)

Long-term
(3-month or over)

Periodic

Streaming 
only

3.3 % 18.3 % 11.3 %

Download 
only

2.6 % 3.9 % 8.2 %

Streaming + 
download

6.2 % 31.6 % 14.6 %

Table 4. Comparison results for the next 
license cases
Next license 
type

Prediction with 
static license

Prediction with
dynamiclLicense

Streaming 89.1 63.2
Download 88.7 45.9
Complex 97.3 74.3
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in the dynamic license environment. Under the dynamic 
license environment, users can get lots of licensed con-
tents from the group or other owner and long-term license 
cannot be attractive to users. The comparison results also 
show the fact that the more license period increases, 
the less next license prediction in dynamic license envi-
ronment. Since the user’s tendency on license must be 
changed under the dynamic license environment unlike 
the static license environment, the digital content license 
producers or creators should think over the dynamic 
license environment of their content marketplace.

5.  Conclusions
In this work, we constructed the user profiling data 
structure for the dynamic license and evaluated its effec-
tiveness. It can be capable to trace, analyze and predict the 
user’s license purchases through the existing static license 
utilization pattern analysis. In case of dynamic licensed 
digital contents, it is hard to trace the license transfer or 
ownership change history with the existing static licensed 
user profiling data. The proposed user profiling data 
structure can be effectively used to trace and analyze the 
dynamic license activities as well as existing static license. 
Therefore, it is very useful to the new license market-
place environment that can trade or transfer the dynamic 
licenses among the digital content users.

As like many online recommendation systems that 
provide some suggestion for users, the next license 
purchase prediction can be used as an effective recom-
mendation. When users have to decide to purchase the 
new license, they can choose what license they have to 
purchase more easily. The dynamic license would become 
the most popular type of digital content license in movie 
or music license marketplace. Therefore, the dynamic 
license purchase recommendation also takes a large part 

of multimedia information service on licensed digital 
contents.
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